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FOREWORD 

through the
This Research and Planning Paper Series is funded 

project, "Strengthening Institutional Capacity in the Food .and
 

Agricultural Sector in Nepal," a cooperative effort by the Ministry of 

Agriculture (MOA) of Hi.s Majesty's Government of Nepal and the Winrock 
This project has
International Institute for Agricultural Development. 


been made possible by substantial financial -,upport from the U.S. Agency 
the German Agency for Technicalfor International. DevelopmenL (USAID), 

-and thie Canadian International Development ResearchCooperation (GTZ), 
Centre (IDRC). 

Orle of the rrost important ,ctivities of this project is fuding for 
of agricultural
problemn-oriented research by young professional staff 


agencies of the MOA and related institutions. In particular, funding is
 

provided by the IDRC to suppgrt the activities of the Research and
 

Planning Unit (RPU) of the Agricultural Projects Services Centre
 
is carried out with the active prbfessional
(APROSC). This research 


assistance of the Winrock staff. 

to makeThe purpose of this Research and Planning Paper Series is 


the results of the research activities of APROSC's Research and Planning
 
and to acquaint younger staff and
Unit available to a larger audience, 


students with advanced methods of research and statistical analysis. It 

is also hoped that publication of the Series will stimulate discussion 
of policiesamong policymakers and thereby assist in the formulation 

which are suitable to the developmernt of Nepal's agriculture. 

areThe views expressed in this Research and Planning Paper Series 

those of the authors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of their 

parent institution
 

Michael B. Wallace
 
Series Editor
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FERTILIZER PRICE POLICY
 

IN NEPAL 

Michael B. Wallace*
 

ABSTRACT 

This 
paper reviews the history of fertilizer use and price policy

in Nepal, with 
particular emphasis on the fertilizer price subsidy.

Although fertilizer use has dramatically increased since fertilizer use
 was officially introduced 20 years ago, the price subsidy has not led tosignificant overall increases in crop production. The economics of this

price subsidy are conceptually and epirically analyzed, and policyalternatives are suggested. The factornst important constraining
Nepal's price policies is the long open border with India, 
which efiec
tively prevents Nepal from implementing an independent price policy.
 

*Michael B. Wallace is Specialist, Human Resources Development Division, 
Winrock International Institute for International Development,
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a revised version of a paper originally

published in April 1985, under the same title. 
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for suLbtantive comments on ar earlier draft of the paper; 
 and to Simin
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THE PxOBLEM
 

Nepal is a country of subsistence farmers whose hungry populataon
 
is growing by nearly 2.7 percent per year. Per capita annual incone is 
less than US$200. Although there are no published statistics covering 
both formal and informal food exports, Nepal rmay have produced a food 

surplus in the past. However, recent estinates indicate that most hill 
and sone Tarai districts now have food deficits. 

In Nepal, food production means cereal grain crop production.
 

Animal and fish products account for only a small fraction of the
 

average villager's diet, and this situation cannot be expected to change
 

in the forseeable future. in view of Nepal's inability to import
 
foodgrains on a large scale, domestic foodgrain production must be
 

increased. Crop production can be increased in three ways: by
 

expanding the cultivated area, by increasing the number of crops grown 
each year, or by raising the yield of each crop. 

In the past, crop production has generally been increased by
 

expanding the cultivated area, but this expansion has had dire 
environmental consequences. As farmers cultivate higher and steeper 
hillsides and previously forested areas, increased erosion washes away
 

new and old farmland, decreasing the moisture retention capacity of
 

watersheds. Yields on steep hillside fields are lower t-han yields on 
flatter land, so increase in production requires a more than
 

proportional increase in cultivated land. From 1961/62 to 1981/82, 
cultivated area for major foodgrains (paddy, maize, wheat, harley, and
 

millet) increased by over 33 percent, but crop production increased by
 

less than 25 percent. Thus, the scope for increasing food production by
 

expanding the cultivated area is limited, because the environmental 
costs of such expansion are high and benefits arc minimal.
 

Unavailability of water is the main constraint to increasing the 
number of crops grown each year. Cropping intensities have increased in 
the Tarai with the introduction of winter irrigation and use of high

yielding wheat varieties. In the hills, increasing winter irrigation 

would require a cheap source of energy foc either diverting or lifting 
water from perennial stream sources to farmers' fields. ;While falling 
water itself can provide energy, harnessing thLs enercy for irrigation 
is a lonq-term effort--Nepal's terrain is such that transmission costs 
are hiqg ior large hydroelectric pro]ects, and c-onstructing hundreds of 
small o:oocects is difficult. Although many irrication projects are both 
r-lannc-: and undenray, the mssibiii LOs for quickly increasing cropping
intensit~ies by improving rfhe availability of water are limited. 

1,ack of cheriical le-ti] izer, in cunbination with fertilizer
responsivf. seeds, is the rimin constraint to increased crop yields. 
:,oderr. !,iqh-'.,ielding liarieties of seed--particulrly rice, wheat, and 
imize ch are Nepal's most imrportant foodgrains--are generally 
dependent upon cheical fertilize: for raximum productivity. Nepal 
produces no chemical tertilizer, so raising crop yields by increasing 
the use of importe-<d fertilizer rmy be expensive, especially in view of 
Nepal's !igh internal transport costs. 
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Environmentally, however, increased fertilizer use may be a better way to raise crop production than expanding cultivated area. The
ecological costs of greater fertilizer use are probably much less than
the costs of further deforestation, and the gains from more irrigation-
which can only be achieved gradually--would be increased by greater
fertilizer use. Thus, increased fertilizer use may be a necessary
expense to raise food production. Whose expense this should be is 
 an
 
important policy question.
 

In Nepal, the fertilizer price is a major fcod policy issue 
which
 
attracts public attention whenever it is changed. 
 Fertilizer is the
 most important purchased input for most farmers, 
requiring thiem eitherto spend precious cash or to obtain loans from time-consuming formal
expensive informal 

or 
sources. Although fertilizer may represent only


about ten percent of the total cost of production, it is often most 
or

all of the cash cost. While the average farmer uses less thai 50 kg of
fertilizer per year, 
and this costs less than Rs.200 (US$10), farmers

know that the government fixes fertilizer 
prices, and direct their
complaints accordingly when the price rises. 
 Large farmers spend considerably more than the average, 
and complain more loudly. A rise 
or
fall 
 in the price of chemical fertilizer thus has a politically visible

effect on the welfare of farmers--a large, vocal, and sometimes politi
cally powerful group of people.
 

The low use of fertilizer in the hills 
as compared with the

Kath-nandu Valley 
and the Tarai is also 
cause for policy concern.

Fertilizer transport 
costs are lower for the Tarai and the Kathmandu

Valley, 
so it is easier to increase fertilizer use there. However, the
 
poorer half of Nepal's population lives in the hills where food deficits

have become chronic, 
so there are equity reasons for subsidizing their
fertilizer use. Transporting food into the hills is also more expensive

than transporting the fertilizer to grow food.
 

Fertilizer sales have been subsidized by the Nepalese 
government

and by foreign donor agencies to encourage increased use by farmers

thereby increase crop production. Fertilizer 

and
 
use has increased
 

dramatically since it was introduced in Nepal in 1965/66, 
 and some of

the increase in crop production during that time can be 
attributed 

fertilizer. However, fertilizer subsidies 

to
 
lead to inefficient use


because real costs 
are not taken into consideration by recipients.

Also, the financial 
 burden of the subsidy for both the Nepalese

government and foreign donor agencies has risen substantially along with
fertilizer use, 
 and tnis rising burden cannot be borne indefinitely.

Thus, for both economic efficiency and fiscal budgetary reasons, the
 
eventual elimination of this subsidy must be considered.
 

This research addresses problems related to tie 
efficiency and

equity objectives of fertilizer price policy. 
 The efficiency objective

is to increase crop production by encouraging farmers to use fertilizer
 
wisely 
without placing an extreme financial burden on the government or

foreign donors. The equity problem is to ensurc that fertilizer price
policy does not disadvantac,2 poor farmers, especially those living in

the hills. The main hypot- ses of this research are that (1) changes in

the fertilizer price affect hill, 
 Tarai, and Kathmandu Valley farmers
 
differently; and (2) these differences are relevant to policy decisions.
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HISTORY OF FERTILIZER USE
 

Fertilizer use officially began in Nepal in 1965/66 when 3169 mt 
were received as aid fram India (2169 mt) and the U.S.S.R. (1000 mt). 
Most of this (2500 mt) was ammonium sulfate (N:P:K = 21:0:0). Fertili
zer sales were 2096 mt, all in the Central Develo-ent Region (AIC). 

Both foreign aid and imports have increased steadily since 1965/66, 
with the proportion of foreign aid varying from zero (1966/67-1968/69) 
to 100 percent (1975/76) (Table 1). Since 1975/76, fertilizer received 
as aid has varied from one-fifth to nine-tenths of the annual supply. 
Since 1981/82, Nepal has also received fertilizer through loans from the 
World Bank and the Asian Development Bark, and in 1984/85, loans 
accounted for over half of the fertilizer supply. 

Fertilizer is imported and received as aid from several countries,
 
with one notable exception: no fertilizer is officially imported from
 
India. India--which is both a fertilizer producer and importer--has
 
prohibited the export of this comoity since 1965/66 (APROSC, 1978).
 

Annual fertilizer sales are now over 100,000 rt, increasing at more
 
than 15 percent per year, with urea (N:P:K = 46:0:0) and complex (N:P:K 
= 20:20:0) each accounting for about half the total. Fertilizer is used
 
in over 60 of Nepal's 75 districts. Average fertilizer use, as measured
 
by sales, is now about 18 nutrient-kg/ha, among the lowest in the world. 

Based or sales, nre chemical fertilizer is used on summer crops 
(mostly rice and maize) than on winter crops (mostly wheat) (Table 3). 
However, more fertilizer is used per hectare on the winter wheat crop
than. on summer rice and maize. This is probably because most of the 
wheat strains cultivated in Nepal are high-yielding fertilizer-respon
sive varieties which have beer, recently introduced, while most of the 
rice and maize strains are traditional varieties which have long been 
cultivated without chemical fertilizer. Almost all the wheat area culti
vated in Nepal is planted with high-yielding varJeties, but this is the
 
case for only one-third of the rice and maize. 

Much more fertilizer is sold in the Kathmnandu Valley and the Tarai 
than in the hills and mountains (Table 4). The Kathnandu Valley con
tains about two percent of Nepal's cultivated area, but farmers there 
purchase over one-fifth of all fertilizer sold in the country. The 
Tarai has about half the cultivated land, and farmers there buy nearly 
three-fifths of all feorti izer. Hill armers, who cultivate nearly half 
of Nepal's farmland, buy less than one-fifth of the fertilizer. If all 
fertilizer is used where it is sold, on a per-hectare basis Katlmandu 
farmers use over 140 nutrient-kg of fertilizer, while Tarai farmers use 
16 kq, and those in the hills use less than 9 kg.
 

Fertilizer use is increasing throughout Nepal. The rate of in
crease is most rapid in the hills (over 20 percent per year from 1975/76 
to 1983/84), followed by the Tarai (over 17 percent) and the Kathmandu 
Valley (nearly 8 percent). However, the high rates of increase in the 
hi ]ls are partly the result of the low base frm which these rates are 
measuroi. Per hectare, the absolute increase in fertilizer use from
 
1975/76= to 1983/84 was highest in Kathmandu (from 70 to 142 kg), fol
lowed hy the Tarai (from 5 to 16 kg) and the hills (from 3 to 9 kg). 
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Table 1. Sources of Fertilizer, 1965/66-1985/86 (mt)
 

Year Foreign Aid Loan Import Total 

1965/66 3169 0 3169 
1966/67 0 6670 6670
 
1967/68 0 15011 15011 
1968/69 0 12232 12232
 
1969/70 1000 18109 19109 
1970/71 8100 10300 18400 
1971/72 13064 11000 24064 
1972/73 20174 44000 64174 
1973/74 11950 25500 37450
 
1974/73 28500 31800 60300
 
1975/76 5000 0 5000
 
1976/77 20069 17000 37069
 
1977/78 37316 9000 46316 
1978/79 42218 5000 47218 
1979/80 25176 13325 38501 
1980/81 31359 22825 54184 
1981/82 25945 12075 41276 79296 
1982/83 31300 20100 48400 99800 
1983/84 17500 5000 55730 78230
 
1984/85 25600 59700 30000 115300
 
1985/86 (to 12/85) 33007 10870 20000 63877
 

Source: AIC. 

Table 2. Sales of Fertilizer, 1965/66-1984/85 (mt)
 

Zear 21:0:0 46:0:0 20:20:0 Other Total
 

1965/66 1629 467 2096
 
1966/67 4000 1150 361 5511 
1967/68 5664 3042 1253 9959
 
1968/69 7510 461 2668 5562 11611 
1969/70 10133 547 4572 646 15898 
1970/71 9929 2125 4558 1116 17728 
1971/72 12295 2346 9203 1590 25434 
1972/73 17005 5080 9024 1466 32575 
1973/74 16857 6541 12127 1254 36779 
1974/75 13440 7165 14056 1700 36361 
1975/76 6507 10060 8332 6232 31131 
1976/77 7755 13661 9423 6996 37835
 
1977/78 10410 16290 14253 4329 45282
 
1978/79 7376 19789 10649 7777 45591 
1979/80 5060 22324 14718 8066 50168
 
1980/81 4079 23553 23710 2656 54000
 
1981/82 5217 26693 19892 4643 56444 
1982/83 3559 32200 33748 4208 73715
 
1983/84 4887 43655 33480 4894 86916 
1984/85 1637 46475 49611 2397 100120 

Source: AIC.
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Table 3. Seasonal Fertilizer Sales
 

Year Sunner Winter Total. Sumner Winter Total
 
(total nutrient-mt) (nutrient-kg/ha)* 

1975/76 4994 7273 12267 2.9 22.1 6.0
 
1976/77 10274 4621 14895 6.0 13.3 7.2
 
1977/78 11723 5744 17467 6.9 15.7 8.4
 
1978/79 10884 7660 18544 6.3 21.5 8.9
 
1979/80 12645 8320 20964 7.5 22.7 10.2
 
1980/81 11202 11256 22458 6.5 28.7 10.6
 
1981/82 12943 10880 23823 7.3 27.2 11.0
 
1982/83 16033 15246 31279 9.1 31.6 13.9
 
1983/84 20967 16330 37297 12.1 34.6 16.9
 
1984/85 18675 24157 42832 9.6 53.5 17.8
 

Source: AIC.
 

Taole 4a. Fertilizer Sales by Region (total nutrient-mt)
 

Year Mountain Hills Kathmandu Tarai Total 

1975/76 107 1380 4575 6205 12267 
1976/77 179 1823 5165 7727 14895 
1977/78 455 2529 5379 9105 17467 
1978/79 434 2588 6096 9427 18544 
1979/80 652 3353 6498 10462 20964 
1980/81 878 3150 7261 11170 22458 
1981/82 913 3557 6780 12573 23823 
1982/83 1232 4531 7498 18017 31279 
1983/84 1305 5324 8431 22237 37297 
Iq84/85 1284 8280 6555 26711 42832 

Table 4b. Per-Ilectare Fertilizer Sales by Region (nutrieiit-kg/ha)*
 

Year Mountain Hi.1 I s Katfmandu Tarai Total 

1975/76 1.3 2.8 70.1 4.5 6.0
 

1976/77 2.2 {.6 81.7 5.5 7.2 

1977/78 5.5 4. 84.8 6.5 8.4 
1978/ 5.3 4.6 93.7 6. E' 8.9 
'i79/8( 8,0 6.3 109.P 7.6 10.2 

1980/81 10.6 -. 6 121.5 7.9 10.6 

'q81/82 11 .0 ';,.8 117.1 8.9 11 .0 
Iq82/87 15.5 125. 5 12.5 13.9 
1983/84 15.6 8.9 142.2 15. 16.9 

l(I,4/8K 12.7 1 .3 111.9 18.5 17.8 

z-ource: AFC. 

*Per-hect:re infornkition on fertilizer use is based on the assumption 

Liaiat a] fortilizer sold is used on paddy, wheat, and maize, which cover 
85 percrmnt of Neal] 's croppedY area. Ferti lizer is also usex on vegeta
bles anl cash crops, so these, statistics may slightly overestimate per
hectare fert i izer use, but relative magnitudes should not be affected. 

.. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . 



Fertilizer use and fertilizer demand may be quite different 
quantities. Nearly all of the fertilizer used in Nepal is officially

imported and sold through the Agricultural Inputs Corporation (AIC), and
the remainder is unofficially hand-carried into the Tarai from India. 
Farmers' 
demand has little direct impact on the kinds or quantities of
 
fertilizer that are available each crop season--the availability of
 
loans and foreign aid grants, 
 and AIC's management capacity, are much
 
more influential factors. As a result, 
total fertilizer demand is
 
probably considerably greater than sales and actual use.
 

Fertilizer demand is based on the expected impact of fertilizer use
 
on crop production, and on the expected value of 
crop output. The
 
impact of fertilizer use on crop output depends on seed 
 variety, soil
 
type, temperature, kind of fertilizer, 
and time of application. This
 
impact 
also depends on the amount of fertilizer used: as more fertil
izer is applied, the resulting increase in crop production declines.
 
Seed variety is perhaps the r1ost important factor in changing farmers'
 
practices with respect to fertilizer use. The introduction of high
yielding varieties of wheat in the early 1960s is probably 
the single

factor most responsible for increased fertilizer in Nepal. Even now,
relatively (and absolutely) little fertilizer is used on the 
 rice and 
maize crops, which have a much smaller proportion of their area planted
with high-yielding, fertilizer-responsive varieties. 

Fertilizer demand is also related to the expected value of crop

output, and 
 thus it is directly related to farmers' expectations about
 
the prices they will receive for T-'heir crops at harvest tine. Since

1971/72 fertilizer prices have generally not cisen faster crop
than 

prices, and 
 in many periods crop prices have risen considerably more
 
than fertilizer prices. Thus, the relative economic benefit of using

fertilizer has generally increased in the last 15 years. 
 However, crop

prices have been considerably more variable than fertilizer prices,
 
which have remained constant for years at a time.
 

Aside from food crops, farmers also use fertilizer on vegetables

and cash crops such as jute, sugarcane, and tobacco for which there is 
an assured market. Although this use is significant in some areas such
 
as the Kathmandu Valley with well developed produce markets, in total it

probably constitutes 
less than one-fifth of all fertilizer use. The

ratio between foodgrain and fertilizer prices is the main economic 
factor influencing overall fertilizer use.
 

Fertilizer use is also related to farmers' expectations about the 
availability of water, which coplenents fertilizer and is necessary to
achieve high yields from mnxiern varieties of seed. The low use of 
fertilizer in Nepal is partly a reflection of the dependence on 
irregular monsoon and lack assuredrains the of irrigation to supplement
rainfall. However, given tfie low ahsolute levels of fertilizer use in
Nepal, considerable production gains could 1X realized fron increased 
fertilizer use even in the absence of iiiore 'rrigation facilities. 
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HISTORY OF FERTILIZER PRICE POLICY
 

The price of fertilizer in Nepalese markets is currently determined 

by the Cabinet of Ministers of His Majesty's Government (HMG). The 
BoardGeneral Manager of the AIC car propose a price change to the AIC 


of Directors, and if t-he Board approves, the suqgestion is forwarded to
 

the Ministry of Agriculture. If the Ministry approves, the proposal
 

goes to the full Cabinet for a final decision.
 

3efore 1972, the selling price of fertilizer was based on AIC's
 

import costs plus internal transportation costs. In 1972, the government
 
and this uniform
established a uniform national price for fertilizer, 


price policy is still in effect (Table 5). In general, this decision
 

lowered fertilizer prices by not charging farmers the cost of transpor

tation. AlUough fertilizer prices have been raised several times since
 

the AIC continues to suffer losses averaging over Rs.100 million
1972, 

annually (Table 6). Sales prices do not cover the costs of importing
 

fertilizer and transporting it to sales points, even though considerable
 

fertilizer is received as aid grants.
 

The subsidy provided by AIC, 1M1G, and donor agencies varies from
 

year to year and from one kind of fertilizer to another. While it is
 

difficult to determine who contributes what to the overall subsidy, it
 

that AIC and I-G have borne about half of the cost, and
is estimated 

foreign donor agencies--including the World Bank and the Asian Develop

ment Bank--have borne the other half (Hill, 1982). HMG pays AIC to
 

transport fertilizer to the hills, but this payment--now over Rs.18
 

million annually--does not even begin to cover transport costs. Other
 

aspects of the subsidy are hidden because profits on grant-supplied
 

fertilizer are used to offset losses on purchased fertilizer.
 

Current CIF (cost, insurance, and freight) Calcutta prices of urea
 

and complex are Rs.2450 (US$115) and Rs.4150 (US$195) per mt, and trans

port to the Nepal border costs Rs.1030. Internal transport and market

ing costs add Rs.1200, and interest on fertilizer loans costs Rs.450 per
 

mt, so total real costs in Nepal are Rs.5130 and Rs.6830 per mt, or 

Rs.5.13 and Rs.6.83 pr kg (AIC, FADINAP). Official selling prices in 

Nepal are now Rs.3.99 for both urea and complex, so current total subsi

dies are Rs.1.14 per kg for urea and Rs.2.84 per kg for complex., These 

are minimum estimates because Nepal also receives considerable fertili

zer under tied-souice arrangements at hicher than world market prices. 

The subsidy from the farmers' vieWpoi-nt is less: prices in India 

now equal to Rs.3.78 per kg for urea and Rs.4.20 for complex (11).are 
Thus, there is no effectiv, subsidy for urea for a farner whose alterna
tive source is India, and only Rs.0.'1 per kg subsidy for complex. 

The actual subsidy on a bag of Ifotilizer sold in Nepal varies 

tremendously. Fertilizer sold in thec Tarai is subsidized the least, and
 
buy
fertilizer sold in the hills, the most. Fertilizer which farmers 

from India and bring to Nepal on tneir backs or in bullock carts is not 
subsidized at all frm Nepal's viewpoint, and fertilizer which Indians 
buy ]ii Nepal. is subsidized without any direct return to Nepal. The 

fertilizer subsidy has also often made it profitable to buy fertilizer 
in Nepal. and smuggle it across the border for resale or use in India. 
Higher [xer kg subsidies are provid-dl to farmers who live in the hills 
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where transport costs are higher, 
but the chief beneficiaries of the
subsidy 
are farmers in the Xathmandu Valley who use the most fertilizer
 per household, and Indian traders who can profit from price differences.
 

Table 5. Fertilizer Prices (Rs/mt)
 

Year 21:0:0 46:0:0 
 20:20:0
 

1965/66 726 
 913
 
1966/67 693 
 913
 
1967/68 693 
 1313 913
 
1968/69 
 858 1400 913
 
1969/70 858 
 1400 1064
 
1970/71 
 850 1342 1057
 
1971/72 1000 1535 
 1557
 
1972/73 1000 
 1535 1557
 
1973/74 1658 2193 
 2214
 
1974/75 1658 2193 
 2214
 
1975/76 1870 
 2440 2270
 
1976/77 187C 2440 
 2270
 
1977/78 1870 2440 
 2270
 
1978/79 1870 
 2440 2270
 
1979/80 1870 2440 
 2270
 
1980/81 240 
 3100 2800
 
1981/82 2400 3100 
 2800
 
1982/83 2400 3500 
 3250
 
1983/84 2400 3500 
 3250
 
1984/85 2400 3500 
 3250
 
1985/86 2400 3500 
 3250
 
1986/87 2850 
 3990 3990
 

Source: AIC.
 

Table 6. Agricultural Inputs Corporation Finances (Rs. million)
 

Fiscal Year 80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86
 

(target)
Sales 
 159.7 185.1 235.8 323.7 402.1 561.4

Cost of Sales 196.0 289.0 295.7 413.8 667.0 
 737.7

Profit 
 -36.3 -103.9 -59.9 -90.1 -264.9 -176.3

Net Fixed Assets 35.0 37.1 
 39.3 41.1 50.0 60.0

Current Assets 
 257.8 268.0 320.7 446.0 350.0 
 470.0
 
Current Liabilities 179.9 193.6 
 241.8 276.7 300.0 421.1
 
Transport Subsidy 
 9.5 11.2 15.2 15.2 18.5 20.0
 

Fertilizer Sales (000 mt) 54.0 56.4 
 73.7 86.9 100.1 129.0

Loss per mt (Rs) -672 -1841 -813 -1037 -2646 -1367
 

Note: 
 Although AIC sells seeds and pesticides as well as fertilizers,

seeds and pesticides constitute a small fraction of sales, so the loss
 
per mt calculation is only a slight overestimate.
 

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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POLICY ALTERNATIVES
 

issues with respect to the fertilizer price policy are simply

The 


Should

stated, but resolving these issues involves difficult choices. 


how much? Should the price be
 
fertilizer use be subsidized? If so, 


or vary according to transm)rt costs?
uni form throughout the comtrw, 

donor agencies?Who should bear the subsidy costs--IRK], AIC, or foreign 

'Jow should Nepal's fertilizer price policy be related to India's 
policy?
 

There are four general policy alternatives which the government may 

pursue with respect to the fertilizer price: 

(a) import price ind transport cost subsidy (current policy);
 

(b) import piice subsidy only;
 

(c) transport cost subsidy only; 

(d) no subsidy.
 

address both

The current fertilizer price policy is designed to 


The low price,
production efficiency and distribution equity goals. 


the import price subsidy, provides an incentive for
achieved through 
farmers to use more fertilizer, thnus increasing crop production. This 

if the total re,,i cost of the additional fertilizerpolicy is efftic ent 
tharl the value of the in1irrased output. The uniform

used is less 
througik the transport cOsL subsidy, is an

national prirce, achievd 
farmers who ar- relativelyattempt to provide hbonelits to hill 

imp rtantly, a recognition of the
disadvantagc i and, xrhaps more 

is e-quitable if hill 
U0liticZa]Iower of Fiathmandu f-armer.s. This poilicy 

to farmers in other areas.farmners actua illy receive boaefits cc i:abie 

f-o, the current po-licy has both efficiency and equityAny change 
implicat-.ons. Removinq the transport cost subsidy would force hill 

farmers to take r(al transport costs into their decisions about 

se. 'li mificlht reduce fertilizer use in th(1 hilst wherefertilizer 
thus further disadvant-agin(g vXcr farmxerstransport costs in-, iigh, 

to achieve ecjuity goalEs wiLhthere. iowever, there may be better ways 
increased crop production researchrespect to hill r~annirs--for example, 

areas could lead to improved t<c-hnol cy choices for
focusing on rainfed 
hill fanrlf-rs, and imorav'u ransporta(i ion networks ul)tild both reduce the 

cost of fert iizer Ind lnuc. -,Ise accessi t-( markets , itra lly. 

subsidy woul! f,r e all farmers to takeRemovincg t-e iiiiport prico 
in makinC fertilizertne rca I cost of imrkartcri f1,rtilizer into account: 


'AS( Pci - .on-. Those fa ncrs who riv,using fertili;:er profitably would
 

fnn rswhost. ridi:-icena] output is less thain the
"ornt inue ) so, ,Td 

' i 1f - use.cost '1ie ,r. i r ,on] i r <l 

;,: r 1, inIpart i or ->insort cost subs (Wv wou ].d save 

I 1"Y; C o IK)ne fertilizer. Currently:;crnev to: i(, I (' II HX rt 

I C rrx n f I - F'11 I , oT [] 1nO\'1 t loses , :C t nero js 

t I' t jic ras< im ost-ck IL J i ilJl uv i],(1-i I i ty is 
i t 

usino F *rt ii zi, than Ii - [p-rice, somuch mor. oft-r: i , f(:, not 
5(2 , esji< I 1".,' Lf this

redcucing 'he s i ;ti [riav, not decreas f ert i I 
is accoAnr (\,o? i ; forti I availibi it when f, iniei-s need<in inrcr 

sti: I for mIfost N1io 1;CiLs<andis, as 
rt. Ch(.mica -er t lizer 

ic advantagets Of u';jng l .,rt-i1izermore farmers IUTi ax)ut it:o e,conc 
i w: ]i cont inf? to ins's'o; . even at non- uhsidi;, <] 1r . ,<s, i-sr(n 
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Any fertilizer price policy which Nepal pursues must take into 
account current fartilizer prices in India. The long, open border means 
that significant price differences will result in fertilizer moving one 
way or the other across the border. This may be to Nepal's advantage if 
prices are higher in Nepal, but it may also lead to unsold stocks if the 
price difference is large. Lower prices in Nepal are a disadvantage,

because fertilizer will move south across the border, 
and Nepal will
 
effectively be subsidizing Indian agriculture. While there are no
 
official statistics, informal estimates indicate that as much as 

percent of some shipments of fertilizer intended for the Tarai have gone
 

-
to India when fertilizer prices,were higher thea-e. A policy which keeps

Indian prices as lower bounds on fertilizer prices in Napal, and which
 
responds quickly to changes in Indian prices, 
is probably necessary to

insure that the benefits of Nepal's fertilizer p)licies are reaped by 
farmers in Nepal.
 

Politically, such a cha~nge in policy may be difficult to implement.
The fertilizer price is currently a Cabinet-level decision made only
after a iecozmendation by the General Manager of the Agricultural Inputs
Corporation, approval by the AIC's Board of Directors, and subsequent

approval by the Ministry of Agriculture. This is a long, slow process,

which in the past has led to temporary suspension of operations by

fertilizer sales points in thie Tarai following significant price changes

in India. An improvement of this decision process is needed, but the
 
revisicn suggested above would be an explicit acknowledgment of India's
 
economic dominance, arid this may be politically impossible to implement.
 

The above policy alternatives presume that the government of Nepal,

through the Agricultural Inputs Corporation, will continue to be thle 
main source of fertilizer supply for Nepalese farmers. There are other
 
possible sources of fertilizer: for example, the private sector could
 
he encouraged to import and distribute fertilizer, and the government's

role could be reduced or even eliminated, as in Bangladesh. If the
 
fertilizer subsidy were eliminated, the private sector should be eager

to sell fertilizer in those areas where a profit can be made--that 
is,

in the Tarai (where transport costs are low) and the Kathmandu 
Valley

(where demand is high). The private sector might not be willing to
 
supply fertilizer to the hills where demand is still low and 
transport

costs 
are high. For equity reasons, tie government could either
 
continue to supply fertilizer to the hills, cr pay the private sector to
 
transport fertilizer -o specified points in the hills.
 

The arguments for a significantly decreased government role in
 
fertilizer procurement and distribution are conceptually powerful, but
 
political considerations indicate that the private sector's formal 
 role
 
will remain limited in the near future. Until the price and transport
subsidies are eliminated, 
the private sector will not be interested in
 
fertilizer distribution, unless the government directly subsidizes
 
private sector distributors. The government is unlikely to subsidize
 
the p-ivdte sector or to dismantle the existing Agricultural Inputs
Corpo:ation. Thus, it is likely that the governmeit, through the
Agricultural Inputs Corporation, will continue to be the main source of 
fertilizer supply for most of Nepal's farmers for the near future. 
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coNcEIAL ANALYSIS 

Farmers use fertilizer because it increases crop yields. The
 

demand for fertilizer is thus a derived demand based on the relationship
 
output.
between the cost of fertilizer and the value of increased crop 


economic term for the relation between inputs and outputs--in this
The 

case fertilizer and crops--is a production function. For fertilizer and
 

crops, this is called the fertilizer-response ratio. This ratio is not
 

the resulting increase in crop
constant--as more fertilizer is applied, 

is an example of the economic concept of
production declines. This 


decreasing returns to scale, graphically illustrated in Figure 1.
 

Ficrure 1. Crop Response to Fertilizer Application
 

Crop Yield
 
(kg/ha)
 

Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
 

The exact shape of the fertilize--response curve depends on factors
 

profits will, perhaps implicitly, use 


such as seed variety, soil type, rainfall, temperature, kind of 

fertilizer, and time of application. A farmer who wishes to maximize 

this information to decide how 

farmer will use fertilizer until themuch fertilizer to use. Such a 
cost of the last kg of fertilizer is just equal to the benefit of the
 

additional crop prcduction which results. This farmer will adjust 

fertilizer use to the fertilizer price, as shown in Figure 2. As the
 

price increases, the demand for fertilizer decreases. (See Appendix A.)
 

Figure 2. Fertilizer Demand 

Fertilizer
 
PriLce
 

Fertilizer Use (kg/ha) 

For each point on the production function (fertilizer-response 

curve), there is a corres . nding point on the demand curve. That is, 

the fertilizer response curve shows how much additional output a farmer 

obtains fr(yi each additional unit of fertilizer used. The fertilizer 

Jemand curv7e shows how much farmer would be willing to pay for each_hIe 

additional unit of fertii.zer, or conversely, how much fertilizer a 
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farmer will buy at any given price. This description takes crop prices
 
as given: as crop prices change, fertilizer demand also changes. An

increase 
in crop prices will lead to an increase in fertilizer demand,
and vice versa. The main point is: the fertilizer demand curve for
profit-maximizing farmers who value their output at market prices can be

directly and uniquely determined from the fertilizer response curve. 

Just as additional output declines as more fertilizer is used, the 
response of 
 fertilizer demand to changes in the fertilizer price also

varies. This response--the price elasticity of fertilizer 
demand--can
also be directly determined from the fertilizer-response curve. As more
fertilizer is used, the additional crop output decreases, and changes in
the fertilizer price have more effect on demand. That is,as fertilizer
 
use increases, the price elasticity of demand also increases.
 

If all farmers had exactly the same production function, the same 
access to information about fertilizer use, and faced the same input and 
output prices, 
all farmers would use the same amounts of fertilizer per

hectare for a given crop. However, this is not the case--sane farmers
have better soil and seeds than others, some know more about using
fertilizer, and some face higher input or output prices. 

This analysis assumes that all farmers in Nepal have the same
production function. Actual variations will not affect the main points

of this analysis of fertilizer price policy. (Equity arising
issues 

from differences in production functions are best addressed 
by means
 
other than fertilizer price policy.)
 

Two alternative assumptions will be used in this 
analysis: (1)

differences in fertilizer use are explained by different access to

information about fertilizer use; (2)differences in fertilizer use are

explained by different fertilizer/crop price ratios.
 

s Ption (1). Differences in fertilizer use are explained by
different access to information about fertilizer use: Kathmandu farmers

have more experience with fertilizer use than Tarai and hill 
 farmers.

People living in Kathmandu are more educated and have greater access 
to
 
information than people living elsewhere in Nepal. 
Most government and
 
foreign aid project offices are in Kathmandu, and as a result Kathmandu
is the main channel for obtaining and disseminating information. As the

availability of cormodities 
and use of new technology follow the
 
dissemination of information, the use of fertilizer use has spread

faster in Kathmandu than in the Tarai and hills.
 

The relative positions of Kathmandu, Tarai, and hill farmers are

indicated in Figure 3. 
Because they are low on the fertilizer-response
 
curve, hill farmers get a higher crop production response per unit of
 
fertilizer applied than Tarai or Kathmandu farmers, but their yields are

lowest because they use such little fertilizer. As their experience
with fertilizer increases, hill farmers' demand will increase. 

These positions on the fertilizer-response curve can be related to 
a fertilizer demand curve, as shown in Figure 4. Fertilizer use in the

Tarai and the hills is relatively new, and almost certainly less than
 
profit-maximizing optimal demand at the current price, so fertilizer use
 
by hill] and Tarai farmers probably lies well below the demand curve.
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Figure 3. Crop Response to Fertilizer Application by Region
 

Crop Yield
 
Kath mand u
 (kg/ha) 


rTara i
 

'--t-Hills
 

Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
 

Figure 4. Fertilizer Demand by Region
 

Fertilizer
 
Price
 

IHills Tarai .. Kathmandu
 

Fertilizer Use (kq/haI)
 

The demand curve is derived by determining the anounts of
 

fertilizer that a profit-maximizing farmer would use, based on the
 

fertilizer-response curve and the price of fertilizer. Most hill and
 

Tarai farmers are not using optimal amounts of fertilizer in the profit

maximizing sense, so they are shown lxelow the demand curve. Their use 

will increase as they learn about the ,benefits of fertilizer use--as 
they acquire more information about the fertilizer-response curve. 

A ferti.1 zer pric<, incrcasc mar this not decrease fertilizer use in 

the hills and Tarli at. all--it may only c;l.ow ihe growth of use in these 

areas. Tara ; ann , 11! farners are incre'asing fertilizer use faster than 

Kati-mandu farmerv, ,9 nemay te simply catching up on the learning 
curve. iioweveJ, p.-c, increase may -reduce use (or considerably slow 

the growth, of i-c;) h. Katimandu farm(>"-ho) are already using optimal 
(or riore, wai -ptipuml ) amioun ts of ,-.t:± . zer. In economic terms, 

Imler-i i er, -ernan ,.- , Lkelyto bx2 more price-elasticKathmanrdu f ir ers' 
s(more pri re e ponsive) than eman, . i ' i r:d Tara i farmers. 

m: thi:- arialvsis is cor-,-c, i m(:-as i-n the national fertilizer 

price wi. at r" ft ] '. se ,)v Vz,'. farmers more than use by 

Taral and h I r", i( T "atc of -owt of fertilizer use will slow 
more mr tli K tatii ',,' t ran ,n Triji ind the hills, though in 

ali three ar,,eas, f-rti I ::er i.-, . j kol c continuI to increase. 
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Assumption (2). Differences in fertilizer use are explai,ed by

different fertilizer/crop price ratios: Kathmandu farmers receive
 
higher prices for their crops than Tarai farmers, while hill farmers
 
often do not produce enough to sell. Also, despite the uniform national
 
fertilizer price, 
hill farmers face higher fertilizer prices--in terms
 
of greater transport and waiting costs, or higher costs of obtaining
 
credit from institutional or informal sources--than other farmers.
 

Thus, Kathmandu farmers receive more benefits from fertilizer use
 
than Tarai farmers because crop prices are higher, and they receive more
 
benefits than hill farmers because fertilizer prices are lower. The net
 
effect is that Kathmandu farmers face lower fertilizer/crop price ratios
 
than hill and Tarai farmers, they thus receive greater benefits from
 
fertilizer use, and as a result use more fertilizer.
 

The relative positions of Kathmandu, Tarai, and hill farmers on the
 
fertilizer demand curve are indicated in Figure 5.
 

Figure 5. Fertilizer Demand by Region
 

Fertilizer Hills 
Price Ph-

Pt- - arai 
(Fertilizer/ - - ..a 
Crop Price N 

Ratio) t Kathmandu 
Pk- -------- -

Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
 

Ph, Pt, Pk = hill, Tarai, and Kathmandu price ratios.
 

The effect of an increase in the national fertilizer price in this
 
situation is best described with an example. For illustrative purposes

let the price elasticity of fertilizer demand* be -0.5 for all of Nepal.

If the national fertilizer price is doubled, Kathmandu farmers will cut
 
their fertilizer use by half, because their fertilizer/crop price ratio
 
has been doubled. Tarai farmers will cut their use by less than half
 
unless the price in India is also doubled, because they can buy

fertilizer from India by paying the extra transport cost, so a doubling

of the Nepal fertilizer price will not double the fertilizer/crop price

ratio for farmers who are willing to cross the border. Hill farmers
 
will cut their fertilizer use by less than half because their fertilizer
 
price is the sum of the national price plus the extra transport costs of
 
obtaining fertilizer, anC thus their fertilizer/crop price ratio is less
 
than doubled when the nacional price is doubled.
 

*The price elasticity of demand is a measure of the response of demand
 
to changes in price. Specifically, it is the percentage change in
 
demand divided by the percentage change in price. If the price

elasticity of demand is -0.5, a doubling of the fertilizer price (a 100
 
percent increase) will lead to a reduction of fertilizer demand by half
 
(a 50 percent decrease).
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The relative positions on the demand curve reinforce this
 
conclusion: the price elasticity of demand for Kathmandu farmers is
 
probably greater (in absolute value) than the price elasticity for Tarai
 
or hill farmers. That is, Kathmandu farmers will respond more to price
 
increases than will Tarai or hill farmers.
 

Thus, if the price is raised farmers in Kathmandu will reduce
 
fertilizer use by more than farmers in the Tarai and the hills. This is
 
the san e result as obtained under Assumption (1).
 

Assumptions (1) and (2) are not mutually exclusive explanations of 
fertilizer use. In fact, the effects of different access to information 
and different fertilizer/c'rop price ratios reinforce each other: both 
lead to nigher fertilizer consumption and greater response to fertilizer 
price changes (at current consumption levels) in Kathmandu than in the
Tarai and the hills. While it is difficult to determine the relative 

im[p.rtance of these two effects, both contribute to significant
 
dif'erences in fertilizer use.
 

The OpL Border. Nepal's long, open border with India and the
 
relative sizes of these countries' markets have implications for Nepal's 
fertilizer price polcy. Nepal is /<e tthe flea on an elephant's back-
no mattf.r which wa' the flea turns, t will travel in the elephant's 
direction. .er<l cannot- maintain a c-rtilizer price policy ccinpletely 
independent uf India. 

In rhe Indian states boidering -i.il--West Bengal, Bihar, and Uttar 
Pradesh-- .8 miiilion mt oi: fertili zers were sold in 1983/84, canpared to 
Less than 0.1 million mt in Nepal (MAO G3I, 1984; FAI, 1985). Nepal can 
buy frcTr, o- seil to the Indian rarket without affecting Indian prices. 
This usually insures that the Nepalese price of fertilizer is equal to 
the TndL,-an border price plus or minus transportation and transaction 
costs, Lnc.udin( t-ixes and trade regulations aind bribes to border 
custms - -d irisrect-ion officials. As a result, "lepalose prices can be 
controlI,,i w or ice [] icy .inst-uments on within ipF7er and lower 
boundsief , bn , t rLansDD!-t and transa i: ion costs (!;ee FKqLur, 6). 

I.rtilll ' el,,I-antiI'LqurE, 'o. [m Supt,!v
 

LIS 

Pric,, 1u! .. .. . TS 

"' %. TS
 

P11 TD 

uant i"'("cj
 

Pu = Indian price plus transport."transact ion costs; import price
 
PI1 Indian price minus- tranIIspor)t/transa,, ct ion- costs; export price
 
LS = Wocai surply (Nepail. only); T'S T!otal supply (Nepal plus India)
 
LID = Lca i demand (Nepai TD Total demiand (Nepail 1 sIndia)
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Above price Pu, fertilizer supply is elastic because villagers can
 
bring as 
much as they want across the border from India at price Pu.

Below price P1, 
 demand is elastic because Indian farmers and traders
 
will buy all of Nepal's fertilizer. 
 (Pu and P1 are not the same in all

regions. 
Pu is highest in the hills and i.ountains, lowest in the Tarai,

and in between these two in the Kathmandu Valley, while the opposite
 
holds for Pl.)
 

Thus, there 
are both upper (Pu) and lowr (P1) bounds on Nepal's

fertilizer prices. 
 Below P1 demand from India swamps the market, and

above 
Pu supply from India swamps the market. It i- only for prices

between P1 and Pu, where fertilizer is untraded and will not move north
 
or south across the Indian border, that Nepalese price policy can be

effective. The 
larger the size of the range between P1 and Pu, the
 
greater the 
scope for price policy in Nepal. This range varies for

different regions. It is virtually zero for the Tarai, moderate for the

Kathmandu Valley, higher for the hills, and highest for the mountains.
 

Any attempt to use price policy insruments to move Nepalese 
fer
tilizer prices outside the range defined by PI and Pu 
 will lead to

income transfers from the policy inplementing agencies to the individ
uals who receive fertilizer. Individuals who receive sudsidized fertil
izer can sell 
 it at the Indian price and capture the difference as

income. Even if beneficiaries of government policy do 
not actually

resell goods at Indian prices, their real income will increase.
 

E1PIRICAL ;NALYSIS
 

The 
main objective of a fertilizer subs:dy is to increase crop

production by 
 reducing the cost of an important input. This should
 
encourage farmers to use more fertilizer, thus increasing overall crop

output. A sabsidy is economically efficient if farmers are using less

than optimal amounts of fertilizer and the subsidy provides an incentive
 
for them to rove them closer to the optimum. More specifically, a

fertilizer subsidy is efficient if the total real cost of the additional 
fertilizer use(_ is less than the value of the increased output. 

Total fertilizer sales are now over100,000 mt per year, with urea 
and complex each accounting for about half the total. Current official
 
prices for urea and c(ap-e. are botii Rs.3.99 per kg, but actual costs
 
are Rs.5. 13 and Rs.6.83. Thus, the 
subsidy per kg is about one-third of

actual cost, and total subsidy costs arc ore than Rs.185 million per

year--over US$8 mil lion at. 
 the official ex:change rate. Although it is

not in the national budget, this subsidy 
 is more than one-fifth of the 
expenditure devoted to agriculture. Before the price increase in May
1986, the subsidy was estimated to cost Rs.330 million per year (Rising
Nepal, July 31, 1986). 

From a practical policy viewpoint, a subsidy is more effective the 
more elastic the demand for fertilizer, because a small subsidy will
lead to a significant increase in fertilizer use and crop output. (In

theory, a more general tax-and-subsidy F)OiLcy might include efficient 
subsidies 
for goods whose demand was inelastic, but as a practical
matter Nepal and most developing countries are not in a position to use 
tax policy to fine-tune and blance subsidy policy.) However, the price
elasticity of demand for fertilizer in Ne-l. is probably low--at least 
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as 	calculated frarm changes in the announced official price. This low 
elasticit , is one result of the currently low use -rate and thev limited 

aila± a' 'Lite official price. 

Estimating the price elasticity of fertilizer demand from secondary 
data is nr'-t easy. Fertilizer 'prices and official import quantities are 
fixed by the government, so there is little or no variation in prices, 
and observed sold quantities probably lie below the true demand curve at 
thfe prifce.~ fcsbyertyar-prie vaitos -on
sales are difficult to distinguish fram thel!effects of increased know
ledge about and experience with fertlizer 'use. 

An informal survey of 264 farmers using fertilizer on the 1983/84 
wheat crop provided several useful results (see Appendix B). Demand for 
fertilizer does not change dramatically with changes in price--demand is 
relatively inelastic. Demand is more elastic in Kathmandu than in the 

Tarai and the hills, but the differences are not significant. Smaller
 
farmers are more responsive to price changes than larger farmers.
 

Farmers reported a variety of problems with obtaining and using 
fertilizer, but one stood out: fertilizer is not'available on time. 
Over a third of the farmers were unable to get fertilizer when they 

* 	 needed it. One tenth reported that lack of water was a problem, and one 
tenth reported both availability and water problems.- One fourth had no 

.	 difficulties obtaining or using fertilizer. The price,,of fertilizer is 
generally not perceived as a constraint to increased us, fewer than one 
sixteenth of the farmers interviewed indicated that cost was a problem. 

These responses clearly show that availability is a much greater
 
problem than cost. This indicates that farmers would be willing to pay
 
more for fertilizer if it were available on time. The price elasticity
 
estimates presented in Appendix B are thus probably overestimates-
demand is probably less elastic than these estimates indicate. 

Economic Calculations
 

At the farm level, the economics of fertilizer use are relatively 

simple. Fertilizer costs Rs.4.00 per kg. The most conmionly used fer
tilizers, irea and complex, have 46 and 40 percent nutrient content,
 
respectively. Yield-response ratios for rDaddy and wheat probably lie
 
between 10 ard 15. The value of these crops is Rs.2.00 or more per kg.
 
Thus, a farmer who spends Rs.4.00 on one kg of fertilizer can expect a 
retur of at least (.40)x(10)x(Rs.2) = Rs.8.00, and often a return of as 
iu'ch as (.46)x(15)x(Rs.3) = Rs.20.70, with an average return of about 
Rs.14.00, a 3.5:1 benefit-cost ratio. 

This simple calculation, which has been verified many times on 
farmers' fields, indicates that even if the fertilizer price subsidy 
were completely eliminated and fertilizer sold for as much as Rs.7.00 
per kg, farmers would still double their money on fertilizer invest
ments. The feitilizer subsidyi,inot needed to make fertilizer use 
profitable. ,Indeed, subsidilzing fertilizer may encourage unwise use, 
because farmers may use it whin the return is more than the subsidized 
price but less than the real cost. The main point is worth repeating: 
alsubsidy is not needed to make fertilizer use profitable.' 
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If the subsidy were eliminated, revenues and costs would be equal,

and there would be a total annual savings of over Rs.185 million. This 
money could be used to ensure that sufficient fertilizer is available on 
time where farmers need it or to make other improvements in the agricul
tural sector, such as supporting a substantially improved agricultural
research program, or improving irrigation facilities. 

The economic gains of eliminating tie fertilizer subsidy depend on
 
the price elasticity of demand for fertilizer, the yield-response ratio,

and crop values. The above conceptual and empirical analyses indicate
 
that price elasticity is probably low, so eliminating the subsidy will
 
not lead to a substantial reduction in fertilizer use. Fertilizer
 
yield-response ratios and crco values are high enough to make it profit
able for farmers to use fertilizer even if the subsidy is eliminated, so
 
the overall gains of eliminating this subsidy should be significant.
 

The Open Border
 

Another practical reason for eliminating the fertilizer subsidy is

the open border. The possibility of moving agricultural commodities 
both 'rays across 
the Indian border in response to price differences has
 
been discussed above. An examination of relative prices in Nepal 
and
 
India gives an indication of how frequently moving fertilizer one way or
 
the other has been profitable (Table 7). For urea, Nepalese prices have
 
sometimes been higher and sometimes lower than in India. 
 For complex,

prices have usually been higher in India.
 

The quantity of fertilizer which can move south across the 
 Indian
 
border when prices are higher in India is illustrated by a comparison of
 
AIC fertilizer sales statistics and fertilizer use statistics from 
 the
 
Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS). The fertilizer use statistics
 
(Table 8) should be compared to sales statistics (Table 3) for 1980/81

(winter crops) and 1981/82 (summer crops). The comparison is striking:

AIC's 
 records indicate that at least 54,000 mt of fertilizer were sold,
 
but CBS's records indicate that less than 15,000 mt of fertilizer were
 
used on the five 
crops which dominate fertilizer use. 

An examination of district-level data from CBS reveals that in all
 
areas of the country reported use was less than recorted 
 sales. The 
largest discrepancies are for the Katbmiandu Valley, which indicates that
 
cons iderib I(- fertilizer is Vurchased there for elsewhere.
use 

There arf; several possible explannations for this large discrepancy

Ibtween fertilizer sales and 
 use: the CBS sample of households may have 
been unrepresentative; CGBS nrspondents miay have uider-estima tud fertilizer use; farmers nmopurchase fertilizer and store it for later use; 
fertilizer may be used on crops not included in the CBS statistics; or 
fertilizer may have been purcliased in Morn and used in India. 

The first three possib]e e.plana ien. .ro unlieoly. Pirst, CBS 
used a two-stage stratified randcii samli] inc prr-oedure to sel ect. -'ample
of 33,000 households from a poXJpulation 'r: 11.il i n househols'. With
such a large sample randcinlv selected, suhbstantial sampling bias in the 
results is extrmely unlikely. Secondi, tLhere is no reason for respon
denks to consistently underostimate fortilizer use by Lnearly three
fourths--there Ls no potentiaI b-nefift for ioing so. ()her studies of 
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non sampling bias in survey statistics in Nepal have shown large dis-

However, as fertilizer is a
crepancies between 	survey data and reality. 


purchased input--either for cash or credit--farmers should have better 
production statistics.
memories of fertilizer use than of other farm 


about
Even if considerable memory bias is assumed (farmers were asked 


preceding year), 	 substantial differences
fertilizer use during the 

temain between the 	CBS and AIC data. 

Third, farmers are unlikely to buy more fertilizer than they need
 

for the current crop season. Purchasing fertilizer diverts either cash 

or credit from other current consumption needs; and stored fertilizer 

can easily lose its nutrient value, particularly if it becomes wet. 

maize,
Fertilizer is certainly used on other crops besides paddy, 


wneat, sugarcane, and potato. However, these five crops cover over 85
 
and total fertilizer use on
percent of the total cropped area in Nepal, 


fruits, and cash crops such as jute and tobacco is unlikely
veqetables, 

Lo add substantia.-ly to the CBS statistics. (AIC estimates that over 80 

ercent. ail fertilizer sold is used on paddy, wheat, and maize.) 

The; leaves the fifth explanation: fertilizer was purchased in 

"<paI and too! in India. Wn the two fiscal years partially covered by 

the CPS iurvey, about haf the fori., izer sold in Nepal was sold in the 

Tarai arti L in the mountains, hilIs, and Kathatandu Valley (Table 4). 

However, ,v,. if fortilizer used on crops not included in the CBS survey 

and non .vmpil Iignq orrors triple total fertilizer use (v ich is extremely 
to have beenunlikely), half the ferti izer sold in thc Tarai woulo have 

used in indi, to reconcil,-Iht- ,'%IC ind' .71Wstatistics. 

The reason tar iauvinC fertilizer un Nepal to India is evident 

from an examination of ferti lizer rips (Table 7). In early 1981, the 

urea price in India was YRs.2000 NC Rs.2900/it, while the price in 
of wasNepal was NC W-s.31ni,Jul 11, 1981 th rrice urea in India 

raisalT t, r ,s.35, NC 3s.438/mt, whi [ the price in Nepal remainced 

anti! April 4, 1981. Kii. larl', in tih, )Wqinning ofat NC P3. 
.2050 - NC Rs.297 ", 	while the1981, the cCxiple> 	 price i India was IC P 

%C sA. In JM the I'ndh1an price was ra ised t,price in Nep l was 
i Ne eilse price 	 re}un . at NCC Rs.240 , NC 	 Ws. 33, whi I 

w, imarl' pcrcentrr prol it could be
is.280. Thu, ost ,ea-. ton 

made h,- iu,'. t lai-; artM r acrs- t , iVorcde, and a',r twenty 

percent coul'd i), na r (-crle,:. 'hi s situatirm chancjie in Apri] 1983 

jtrices in N,.t we-e ra . 'sci.when f.r!-ilizr 

1-K La' vJ t h( sam u,	-roi)i ,i :I ,i185arid early 1986. As a 

of 'h,_, t ii Rarxo, on November 30, 1985
result nf tht , ,J(valuatin 

from IC Ps-1 i Wi, ' - Rs.l1. , the price of urea 

(W* 2OOG) inc i Eao Xru 3)6 to NC Rs.3825, the'a 	 whilein Indio 
,rl:, ie pri.ce of ccmplex: fertili-N was Rs. Sim 

.C the price in
•)ri.ce a,, l'; 	 51 0i. 
,-er in India increa:sed b:t . t, NC Ps.4250, while 

Nepal was 01 h ituatin- was rem]ed i. in MVry 1986 when bothi W 
wr-n Rs.4200 ( reduced in urea and complex pricar ,ri ;.epal raisod to NC 

July 1986 to Rs. 3990). In.the meantime, however, fertilizer dealers and 

traders ruapoi prrifits by iKiinq in Np ] and solling in India. 
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Table 7. Nepal-India Urea and Complex Fertilizer Price Ratios*
 

Year Exchange NC Urea IC Urea Urea 
NC Comp IC Comp Ccmp 
IC/NC Price Price Ratio Price Price Ratio 

1967/68 1.35 1313 840 1.16 
 913 NA NA

1968/69 1.35 1400 
 860 1.21 913 NA NA

1969/70 1.35 1400 943 
 1.10 1064 NA 
 NA

1970/71 1.35 1342 943 1.05 1057 
 938 0.83
1971/72 1.35 1535 923 1.23 
 1557 1035 1.11
 
1972/73 1.39 1535 997 1.11 
 1557 1187 0.94

1973/74 1.39 2193 
 1842 0.86 2214 
 1400 1.14
1974/75 1.39 2193 1888 0.84 2214 
 2283 0.70

1975/76 1.39 2440 
 1750 1.00 2270 2571 
 0.64

1976/77 1.39 2440 1600 1.10 
 2270 2013 0.81
 
1977/78 1.39 2440 1550 1.13 2270 
 NA NA

1978/79 1.45 2440 1450 
 1.16 2270 NA 
 NA

1979/80 1.45 2440 1908 0.88 
 2270 1500 1.04

1980/81 1.45 3100 
 2263 0.94 2800 1958 
 0.99

1981/82 1.45 3100 2350 0.91 
 2800 2313 0.83
 
1982/83 1.45 3500 2350 1.03 
 3250 2400 0.93

1983/84 1.45 3500 
 2350 1.03 3250 2250 
 1.00
 
1984/85 1.45 3500 
 2183 1.11 3250 2200 
 1.02
1985/86 1.70 3500 
 2250 0.92 3250 
 2500 0.76
1986/87 1.68 3990 2250 1.06 
 3990 2500 0.95
 

*(Nepal price/India price)/(IC/NC); a ratio greater than one means
 
fertilizer is more expensive in Nepal than in India.
 

Source: 
 AIC for Nepal prices; Fertilizer Association of India for
Indian prices. 
Annual averages for Indian data are used for comparison

with Nepalese data. 

Table 8. Fertilizer Use 1981/82 (kg)
 

Crop Holdings 
 Chemical Fertilizer Use
 
Number Area (ha) Number 
 Area Quantity
 

Piddy 1021730 1394123 163604 106696 6340482Maize 838596 522469 
 43154 14330 1379428
 
Wheat 649510 389172 174445 64781 5377063 
Sugarcane 60157 32512 
 8585 3899 945975

Potato 193185 67403 14787 
 2211 196658

Total 2763178 2405679 404575 
 191917 14239606 

Note: Fertilizer sales statistics (Table 2) are compiled by AIC for

Nepal's fiscal year (July 16 to July 15), 
 while fertilizer use statis
tics (Table 
8) were recorded by CBS for the reference period of
National 
 Sample Census of Agriculture 1981/82 (January 

the
 
14, 1981 to
January 13, 1982). 
 Pth statistics report gross fertilizer weight, not
 

net nutrient content.
 

Source: CBS, Sample Census of Agriculture 1981/82.
 

2----------------------------------------------------
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
 

The conceptual and empirical analyses both indicate that farmers
 
in the Tarai, hills, and Kathmandu Valley will respond differently to an
 
increase in the fertilizer price. Taraj farmers--who use little
 
fertilizer, obtain a high crop-response ratio, have some experience and
 
relatively easy access to information about fertilizer, and have an 
alternative source of fertilizer in India--will decrease their use 
little if any if the price increases. Hill farmers--who use little 
fertilizer, obtain a high crop-response ratio, have little experience 
and difficult access to information, and have transport costs on top of 
the official price--may decrease their use if the price is increased. 
Kathmandu farmers--who use much fertilizer, obtain a lower crop-response 
ratio, have both experience and access to information--will respond more 
like profit-maximizers and decrease their use if the price is raised. 

An increase in the fertilizer price will Least affect the Tarai, 
where the most productive cropland is; it wi]l nave some effect in the 
hills, where the poorest people live; and it will have most effect in 
I athmandu, where the most political power is. To improve the decision
making process with respect to agricultural poliq,, these effects should 
be explicitly recognizeo. 

For financic-l and econonic efficiency' reasons, the fertilizer 
subsidy should k reduced and eventually be eliminated--otherwise 
farmers imay use fertilize: unwisely, and subsidy costs may become 
unmanageable. Thiis reduction can b-, achieved by decreasing the import 
orice subsidy, the transport cost subsidy, or both. 

For political reasons, it may be, difficult to eliminate the trans
port subsidy. If this subsidy is retained, it should be recognized as 
an investment in transport services like building a road, and should be 
phased out as Letter transport beccanes available. If this transport 
subsidy is maintained for the purpose of benefitting farmers in the 
nills and mountains, the ooverm-ent should allocate funds for transport 
consistent with fertilizer rdemand in those areas. 

'Tl(, impox-rt pricfr subsiuv should qradually be reduced. The price of 
ert i : in Nepa-l should :e.,kept a ittle alove the price i India. A 

policy% which iirintains the Nepal pi: .ce at: least ten percent above the 
Indian price should discourage the MfOnmTal export of fertilizer from 
tie Tarai to the bordering states of india. A policy which allows for 
qulck responses to changes in Indian r-ices is needed. 

One( useful rolc, for ?j Nepa].L government would be to negotiate 
waith t n, Indian gove-riner! to ,,]i! ,i ate the ban on fertilizer exports 
fron Incd,- tr Nepal. Nepal coijd tL,,n take advantage of relative fluc
tiiation. .n Indian and world fprti]::f:r prices, importing from India 
wh.. pr ,re Lower there. Many prorliens now associated with obtainingIe n 1 
ert iii - fron overseas souices and ntipping it through Calcutta would 

iltso ,iiatod i fertli zer we. purchased directly from India. 

A -nJuct-ion Jr, the fertilizer subsidy wi1l1 benefit IHG and AIC 
-u"eir costs will be_-less. Farmers--for whom the value of in

-ea'ed at put eXceeds tne cost of iicreased fertilizer use--will bene-
I if -.. ?C's-CIec sed] los:,- s Iead 'a an improvement in f mie,!, fertil
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izer availability. Equity goals with respect to farmers in the mountains and hills can be achieved by maintaining the transport subsidy(that is, selling fertilizer at a uniform national price), and by using
the gains from eliminating the fertilizer subsidy for other 
purposes-for example, increased crop production research focusing rainfedon areas could lead to improved technology choices for hill farmers, andimproved transportation networks could both reduce the cost of fertilizer and increase access to markets generally. 

Sunming Up
 

Nepal's fertilizer 
price policy fertilizer has not achieved its
officially stated objective. Subsidized 
fertilizer, intended
increase crop output, to
 
has been provided in such small quantities that
there has been little overall impact on food production.
 

The scope for increasing the impact of this 
 policy is limited.
Financial constraints limit the ability of the government to 
transport
substantial 
quantities of fertilizer into the hills and mountains, 
and
political considerations insure that Kathmandu Valley residents 
receive
preference. Even 
 if financial constraints did not limit the 
 government's ability to subsidize fertilizer prices, the long open border with
India 
effectively prevents Nepal from implementing an independent price

policy for fertilizer.
 

The main issue facing the Nepalese government is thus to recognize
the constraints on fertilizer price policies, 
and to avoid policies
which 
cannot Le implemented in the face of these constraints. Fertilizer subsidies can be maintained only within the range 
determined by
market prices and transport- costs fron India. 
 Political considerations
 
may tempt government officials to 
igcore these constraints for shortterm gains, but economic factors are almost certain to dominate in the 
long run. 
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APPENDIX A: Economic Theory, 

Aprofit-maximizing farmer will use fertilizer on a crop
( 

until the 
cost of the last unit of fertilizer used is equal to the value of the 
crop produced by that fertilizer. As fertilizer and other inputs are 

subject to diminishing returns,, there is a point beyond which mnore~ 
fertilizer will not increase production on a given plot of land. This 
'lyield-response relationship is easily illustrated with a quadratic 

productionfucin
 

Y =a +bX X 

where Y is crop output, X is the amount of fertilizer used, and a and b 
define the yield-response relationship. 

Subst*,tuting this production relation into the farmer' s profit
 
function gives:
 

R =PyY -PXX,
 

where R is profit, Py is the crop price, and Px is the fertilizer price. 
Differentiating with respect to X gives the demand function for 
fertilizer in terms of fertilizer and crop prices: 

x = (b - (Px/Py))/2. 

This equation shows that the ratio of the fertilizer and crop prices
 

(Px/Py) is important, not their absolute levels.
 

Most importantly, this analysis shows that the r'rived demand for 

fertilizer can be directly determined from the production function (that 
is, from the fertilizer-response relationship) and, from crop and 
fertilizer prices. It also shows the nature of the relationships
 
between fertilizer demand and crop and fertilizer prices. Fertilizer
 
demand is postively related to crop prices and negatively related to
 
fertilizer prices: the demand for fertilizer increases as either crop
 
prices increase or fertilizer prices decrease.
 

APPENDIX B: Survey Results
 

Primary data were obtained from 264 farmers using fertilizer on the 

1983/84 wheat crop. Data were collected during this wheat season, and 
do not reflect total use of fertilizer on wheat for all farmers 
interviewed. Some farmers had not applied a top dressing to wheat when 
the survey was conducted. Farmers were interviewed as available when 
researchers were in the field, so care must be taken in generalizing the 
results. Cultivated areas and fertiliizer use rates should be examined 
to insure comparability of the sur-vey sample and other~populations. 
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Farmers were asked how much land was devoted to wheat 
cultivation,
 
how much of this was fertilized, 
and where they obtained fertilizer.
 
Quantities used and prices paid fo' fertilizer were recorded. 
To elicit
information about the price elasticity of demand,
fertilizer 
 farmers
 
were askecd 
 how much they would buy if prices were raised or lowered.
 
Farmers were also asked about problems in obtaining or using fertilizer.
 

Farmers were using 
four kinds of fertilizer on wheat--urea
 
(46:0:0), comple-x (20:20:0), DAP (18:46:0), and potash (0:0:60), 
 Urea
 
was used by over four-fifths of the farmers, complex and DAP by fewer 
than one-third, and potash by andfewer than one-fifth (see Tables B-I
B-2). This Appendix presents tie analysis of data for urea and complex,
for which sufficient data is avdilable for comparative purposes.
 

Farmers reported a variety of problems with obtaining and using

fertilizer, but one stood out: fertilizer was not available on 
time
(see Table B-3). Over one-third (93) of the farmers indicated that they
 
were unable to get fertilizer when they needed it. 
 Just over one-tenth
 
(28) reported that lack of water was a problem connected with fertilizer
 
use, 
 and just under one-tenth (25) reported both availability and water
problems. 
 Over one-fourth (70) indicated that they had no difficulties
 
obtaining or using fertilizer. 
A Eurprisingly small number--fewer than

one-sixteenth (16)--indicated that fertilizer cost was a 
problem, and

only eight 
farmers said that cost was their only fertilizer problem.
 

Price elasticities of demand for urea and complex fertilizer 
were
 
calculated for price increases of approximately twenty-five percent,

with round number (whole or half-rupee) prices used to simplify
questions (see Table B-4). 
 In interpreting these results, 
 it must be

noted that fertilizer quantities related to hypothetical price cha -s 
are farmers' predictions, not farmers' obser-,,,ed behavior: 
 what farmers
 
say they will do if the fertilizer prices rise riy 
or may not be what
 
actually occur 
if these prices actually increase.
 

Several results stand out among the calculations. Total demand forfertilizer generally notdoes change dramatically with changes in
price--demand 
 is relatively inelastic. Deiand is most elastic in the 
Kathmandu Valley and least elastic in the Tarai, 
 but differences amony

areas are not statistically significant. 
 Smaller farmers are usually

more responsive to price changes than larger 
farmers--the quantity
weighted calculations indicate less elastic thandemand unweighted 
calculations.
 

The standard deviations of these price elasticity estimates indi
cate that these estimates are not very precise. 
 However, the quantityweighted calculation- show that overall deiand for fertilizer is gener
ally inelastic (the estirated elasticities are between -1.00 and 0.00).
Thus, these data indicate that a 25 percent rise in the fertilizer price
would result in less than a 25 percent fall in fertilizer demand.
Nearly half of the farmers indicated that their fertilizer purchases
would not decrease at all if prices rose, and fewer than five percent
indicated that they would not buy fertilizer at all.
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Table B-i. Survey Results--Fertilizer Users
 

Tarai Hills Kathmandu Valley
 

District MORA DHAN CHIT RUPA SALL BHAK LALI KATH Total 

Urea 31 31 34 31 23 31 22 37 240 

Complex 27 30 0 1 22 11 6 2 99 

DAP 0 0 38 35 0 4 0 3 80 

Potash 11 23 13 2 0 0 0 0 49 

33 39 40 30 31 23 37 264
Total 31 


NDRA=r4rang; DIIAN=Dhanusha; CHIT=Chitwan; RU'PA=Rupandehi; 
SALL=Sailyan; B1DHK=Bhaktapur; LA,I=L1litpur; KATH=Kathmandu. 

Table B-2. Survey Results--Fertilizer Use 

Tarai llills Kathmandu Valley 

,istrict MORA DHAN C-II' RUPA SALL BHAK LALI KATII 

WAFU 29.9 20.9 8.1 24.7 10.1 4.0 4.7 3.6 

(44.9) (17.7) (7.4) (34.7) (8.7) (2.2) (2.4) (2.2) 

UREQ 92.4 38.9 36.6 90.1 36.7 55.1 46.2 41.8 
(200.8) (32.8) (37.9)(197.8) (36.6) (29.5) (31.1) (28.4)
 

3.6 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.5
UREP 3.5 3.6 

(0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.1) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)
 

WAFC 31.9 21.4 -- 120.0 11.9 5.7 5.3 2.5 

(47.5) i7./ -- (0.0) (8.2) (2.4) (2.6) (0.0) 

" 
,,NQ 156.4 97. -- 900.0 70.. 33.5E 30.0 17.5 

(256.9) (91.5) -- (0.0) 70.9) (20.5) (19.7) (3.5) 

COMP 3.3 3.5 -- 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 
(.') (0.1) --- (0.0) (0.1) (0.0) (0.0) (0.1) 

WAWU, WAFC =wheat area fertilized with urea or complex (kattas 
in Tara, ropanis in Kathmandu Valley and hills); 

UREQ, COMQ = cpfjantit; of urea or ccmplex used (kg); 
of urea or coirplex (Rs./kg).(JREP, COMNP = pr.-ce 


lnweighto: mecan.; standard deviations in Fr._entheses.
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Table B-3. Survey Results--Farmers with Problems in Fertilizer Use
 

Taiai 
 Hills Kathmandu Valley Total
 
MORA DHAN CHIT RUPA SALL BHAK 
LAI KATH


None 3 9 21 7 6 12 3 
 9 70
Time (T) 7 9 
 14 16 12 12 8 15 93
Water (W) 2 5 1 
 1 0 6 3 
 10 28
T& W 13 8 0 1 
 1 0 0 1 
 25

Cost (C) 0 1 1 0 
 2 1 2 1 
 8
T&C 0 0 
 0 6 1 0 0 0 7
T & W & C 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 1Other 6 i 2 8 
 8 0 7 1 
 32

Total .31 33 39 40 30 
 31 23 37 264
 

None = 
no problems obtaining or using fertilizer; Time = fertilizer not
aivailable on time; Cost = fertilizer too expensive; Other = other
 
problems.
 

"'able B-4. Price Elasticity of Fertilizer Demand 

Tarai i t fir Katnmundu Valley
MOK.RA DBAN CHIT RUPA SALJL BEIAK LALI KAqI]!rpaN 31 34 31 13 31 22 37

UPRE -1.4 -1.9 -0.( -1.3 -1 -2.0 -1.6 -1.4 

(1.6) (2.7) 1.6) (1.9) p.3) (1.9) (1.6) (1.5) 

UPRE,q -o.4 
 -1 .0 -0.4 -0.5 -1.2 -1 .7 -1.1 -1.3 

LIPREO 12 14 26 17 7 12 10 18
 

UPRQ0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 

Capble-,: IN 27 30 0 1 22 11 6 2 

IPRE -0.5 -. 7 -- 0.0 -0.9 -0.3 -0.8 -0.8 
(0.6) (1.0) -- (0.0) (0.7) (0.4) (1.1) (0.1,)
 

_I-0.3 -0.6 -- 0.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.9 -1.5 

'ZrPREO 10 16 4 6 3 0 

<PRQo 1 2 0 1 0 

'rea N, Complex : numbe:r of iarmers using urea or complex;P;pEr, CPRL = price rise elasticiu:y of demand for urea (unweighted
 
,Average across; farmors) ;
JPPF11, CPPEW = weighted pri-cr rise elasticity of demand 
 for urea 
(weighted IL., fertilizer ouaritities);

JPREO, CPRE0 = number of [armwrs for whorn UPRE or CPRE = 0--whose 
fertilizer use will not change if the price rises;
UPRQO, CPRQO = number of farmers who will not buy any urea or complex

Lf the price rises. 

'ieans; standard deviations in parentheses. 
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